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A production-inventory control model is develope(\ using servo-
mechanism principle~. This model ·is appli~able when demand 1·s 
stochastic, scheduled· production does not usually equal actual 
production, and it is desired to vary production levels in .response 
to random fiuctuations in demand. i . 
. ' ..... 
The model d~velo,:ped is the result of modifying an existing 
model which assumes that scheduled production always.equals actual 
, . . production. The modified model is designed to reduce production. 
level fluctuations while mainta~ning a minimum amount of inventory 
on hand. 
The use of the modified model is demonstrated by applying it 
to two d-ifferent products, using historical data obtained from a 
large electron.ics manufacturing company. The· results of this appli-
... 
cation indicate that properly applied, the use of the moc;lif.ied mo<fel 
can result in substantfal savings in inventory hplding costs while 
maintaining a reasonable production schedule. 
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· - I •. · ·INTRODUCTION·.•· 
. ) 
Automatic control is an essential part of many natural7 an;d man-
made systems. The.ability to maintain life in a chang~ng environment 
.. can be attributed to the existence of effective autoJll8.tic- control 
systems within living organisms. 
The.prime objective of most control systems is to inaintain 
... 
some ·variable wit.hin predetermined limits. A good illustration of 
. ~ 
. 
() this is the body temperature regulating system in human beings. · If 
illness, or some other reason causes the temperature-regu~ating 
... 
·system' in the body to lose control, the body temperature will vary 
about the desired level caus·ing discomfort. If the regulating sys-
" 
tem pe~its body temperatur~ to increase or decrease beyond allowable 
limits, the human body can no longer function properly and life is · 
termlnated. It is evident, therefore, that when a control system 
permits the system under control to fluctuate beyond predetermined 
• . limits, the consequences can be serious,_ ~he most catastroph~c _being 
the destruction of the syst~m itself. 
' 
• .. 
As with living organisma, control systems are necessary for· the " 
' ~ . 
". VI'.; 
· proper functioning of mechanisms created by ·man. As man invented 
,l.,.. 
mach·ines to ease his burden~ the need for an effective means of con-
' 
.. t-rolling these machines became readily apparent. At first, human 







of machines. comprisitig a. system, within desired opelating boundaries. 
Gages, ~eters, etc. were placed at strategic points in the system,· 
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•ct ion to 'keep· the machine operating properly. < As machines became 
more ·sophisticated, automat~c mechanisms were de.signed to control 
certain machine functi.ons. For example, James Watt. 1utilized a 
centrifugal governor to control the speed of his steam engine. 
Actually, it is in the field of speed control that much of control 
theory was originally developed . 
• Just prior "to the start of the Second World War, the term servo-
mechanism was defined by Hazen (12) with reference to·· a specific 
~.,.type of automatic control system. As a matter of fact, it was the 
approach of the Second World War and the associated complex control 
problems requiring solution that a dire need developed. for advances 
in the mathematical theory of servomechanisms. This need was most· 
critical in the search for an effective method of controlling gunnery 
weapons. It was ~specially acute in Naval gunnery control. A ship 
if 
· is subj~cted to · many movements such as pitching, ro !ling, and yawing 
and under tltese ·conditions the problem of hitting another moving 
ship was very complicated. With the emphasis on air power, the 
' 
~-· ' 
problems of hitting a fast moving aircraft from a moving ship were 
even JIK>re acute. To permit'the design of automatically controlled 
gun firing systems,_ extensive research was required into the mathe-
.' ~ matical theory of servome<?hanisms. The successful culmination of 
""'-..:__ ~ 
. ccc.- ._·:;, . 
. this .. research resulted in the design ·of· radar-controlle~ gun. firing_. 
sy~tems, the.effectiveness of which was·demonstrated throughout the 
war . . ... 
,,, 
·, ., . 
' ' 
. After the end of .the Second Wo~ld War, many papers were pub-
"I . . . ~. . r 
_-;:·. 
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,• :,, • 11, ,. 
.. 4' .... L : 
·, ., · .. : 
;:'t. 
~-
.· ·11shed. which r.evealed the advances which had 'been made in control 
i ' 
. ~ 
system theory during the war~ It· is this development of' a useful 
mathematical· theory of servomechanisms that has enabled its wide-· 
spread use in electronic and me~hanical devices during the post-war 
' =~ 
e~a. 
It soon became apparent that .servomechanism theory. could be 
' . 




In the search for effective _inventory control systems, servomechanism 
theory has been µsed,.to study the stab.ility and. steady state behavior 
of various inventory control models that have heen developed. · 
Herbert A. Si100n (23) was o:ne of the first to treat the problem of 
. 
controlling the rate of production-of a single product, in terms Qf 
servomechanism theory. He used the ma~hematical techniques developed 
• ..,.-·1"' 
· 
1 during the war to study the behavior of such systems. His paper 'is 
primarily an ·introduction to servomechanism theory and demonstrates 
·" 
. ~. 
its applicability to production· control problems. · He defines a 
servomechanism as "A system 1. unil~terally c9upled to an input and 
a ·1oad, 2. with one or more fe~dbaclS," loops whereby the input is com~ 
pared to the output and 3. with a source of energy controlled by the 
error that tend's to bring t'he output' in line with the input·." 
·' In a· 
sub~equent paper. Herbert J. Vassian (31)_ discussed the application 
a • 




.z. trol systems. Other models were also _developed by Donald P.· ·campbell .. · 
I • "J , 
. ' , .... ,.,;:,. ' .. . .. 
. (4)', Roger Pinkham (20) and Albert B. Bishop (2) ~ 
. -3,i . 
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This model is applicab~e 
.. 
. .. 
in·a single product shop with stoch~stic demand. The model utilizes· 
an error term which is the difference between · a desired level of 
· inventory and the actual inventory level. It uses an ordering rule 
which is equal to the forecasted demand for the period being scheduled 
plus some p'Iwoportional constant of the previous error tenn. The 
sys~em ·assumes that production· as scheduled is made and any differ--
• 
ence between desired and actual inventory level is· sensed as a 
forecast error. This model readily lends itself :to application in 
< 
a single product ~nvironment due to its relative simplicity-and the 
absence of the need ·to determi·ne many unknown variables to apply it. 
The model is applicable. when the time requir·ed to achieve a produc-
tion schedule is zero (there is no lead time) or when the act\lal 
,. 
production facility requires one or more prodllction periods to 
achieve the ·schedule4 production -program. During the lead time· 
... periods however, the model assumes no infonnation ·is .available and 
. -, 
'•· 
the stability limits are COIJlputed accordingly. 
A modified productiori-invento~y control model, using Elmaghr~by's 
,. 
model as a basis, is.the subject of this thesis. Two modifications 
will be· made:- first 'the model will be modified to inc9rporate a 
.. · produ<;tion error term,· i.e. production as scheduled will not be 
_ass~ed equal to. actual production and _the differences between the· 
. 3 
. 
. two will be introdU:ced as another-error term in addition -to the 
. . forecast error term. Second, during_ the lea.d time petlods, fore-
casted demand ~d actual sc~eduled- p~d~c;tion. informati~n-·w111·be· 
. " . 
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stabJJit-y li~mits wi-11 be· studied. 
Subsequent to developing the modified model, :i. t's use will be' illus-· 
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.. , : 
..• _ ·_ ··: · .- · I l. . BACKGROUND _ 
• I . 
, 
Automatic ·control systems. can be classified as open. loop and ·· . 
. ' . 
'" closed loop. In an open loop · system a co~and, or input ·signal is 
applied, which may or may not be amplified, resulting in a power 
. . 
output.· A simple example of an open loop system is the electric 
light in a room.. The system is controlled· by a switch and no 
_at_~empt is made to mak~ ·it· self~·controlled. Closed loop aµtomatic· 
.,. 
-control systems can be distinguished from open loop systems because 
of the introduction of·feedback due to the $ampling of the system 
_output. I~ a closed loop system, the output is sampled and the 
resulting measurement is fed back ·and subsequently compared to the :.:. 
-input. This ~omparison usually takes place in a device specifically 
designed to measure the difference between the input and output, the 
· l'esul,.t of which produces an erro.r signal( This error signal is used . 
to drive the systeni, i.e. the .command signal is generated by the 
error signa 1 rather than from · a predetermined input . A simple example 
, 
of a -closed loop system is the thermostat in a home heating systen;i. 
Servomechanisms can. therefore be defined in light of closed 
_ loop ·systems. · Thale·r and Brown (27) defiJ\e · servomechanisms as: 
' ''Those closed loop systems which not 0nly measure the output and 
~mpa~e it with the refer~nce, but which also 'lise the error (or some:. " 
' function of the e.rror) to control the magnitude and/or the direction- · ., 
. ' . 
. 
-
. :· ... . ; ' 
·. of the power applied to· the output. This definition par~llels that · 
-previously quoted from SiD)D (23) in the ·introduction to this thesis .. 
. Servomechanisms, .therefore, ·are ~~tome.tic control systems that uti-lize 
. ·~, : ' . 
' .. 
·' 
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. ,the principle of feedbac_k. It is· ·the pres·ence of ·feedback that 
I. , ~- Ii 
,~produces the possibility of instability in se~vomechanisms. · If 
the command occurs at suc·h times relative to a lagging load that 
the two are out of phase, a situation could develop whereby the 
corrective command will· increase the original command causing_it to 
get larger and larger. A servomechanism, therefore, must be a 
• I? 
stable system, .. i.e. any oscillations that may µe s·et up in the sys-
. .. 
· .. 
tem .must eventually be damped out .. Goode and Macho1·(8) illustrate 
the responses of a simple servomechanism to a st~p input .i~ position 
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'· ... 
' . . : · _:rt~~ ', · 
I . 9 
riom Figure 1, -it.··is ·apparent that· ·UDderdamping may -be desirable .. 
. ' 
in -'the· servomechan1·sm in orde~ ~o. bring the respons~ close to the 
coJIIIDB.nd in a short time. Critical damping may be desirable to damp 
·'. J. 
. f 
out oscillations as quickly as possible. Overda.mping, however, will 
al*>st never be desirable. 
Many applications of servomechanism theory have been made in 
the electrical and mechanical fields·, -and both their , de~:i.gn. and 
. . 
b·ehavior .are well covered in the literature (12, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28)~ 
They will not be discussed further, however, since these applications 
' 
,. 
are not pertinent to the main theme of this thesis. 
·In the field o;f production and inventory contro.l.,. however, 
. 
servomechanism theory has .been aptly applied to ·study the beh~vio.r 
( 
and stability limits. of production and/or inventory control models. 
Herbert A. Simon (23)·has an excellent introduction to servo•echanism 
·,-.,.. 
theory arid it·s applicability to production control problems. His· 
paper was of an exploratory nature designed to illustrate the 
analogies between electrical and mechanical control systems and 
' human systems usually referred to as production contro1 ·· systems . 
. Several sample systems are developed which use continuous.functions 
to describe them. Inventory position is monitored and compared to 
0 
. a desir.ed inventory level, and the resulting error term in conjunc-
.tion with linear operators is used to ·produce a new production 
·· schedule. The ·models developed specify. the rate of production that 
will be scheduled and achieved, ,.as a function of the excess and 
. 7 
' .. 
deficiency of inyentory. 
' .. 
,. •; ~ ••. ' ....... i. ~ . ; . 
.: 
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;,, Herbert. J •. Va.ssian· (3i). ·&1$0: app~ied ser~~ theory to· invento·ry: . , 
' · control, however he'··used discrete rather than continuous functions . 
to des~ribe the system. • tt . . . : Vass1an states that, since in practice 
data relating to. inventories is always found in discrete or quantized 
form, the use of discrete variables in a servo theory of inventory 
·control appe.ars desirable. 
-a: 
' 
Data ·on inventories, orders, production 
··-'· 
rates, shipments~ .:etc. are available as a series of observations 
made at different points in time, / :rather than as continuous .. func-:-
' " tions of time. · A model is developed ·to control the replenishment. 
of stocks in a warehouse· (?peration, or for raw materials procU;rement 
in factory operations. A reorder rule ·is developed to minimize the 
. cost of operation subject to the following conditions: 
1. The system operates on a fixed order interval, i.e. stocks 
are reviewed and data takeri periodically at equal intervals. 
2. The "lead time" is· fi~ed." We define lead time as the time 
/ 
elapsing between issuance of an order to replenish stocks 
-. 
and the arrival of the o-rder into stock. 
) 
·~ 
3. Orders for shipment out of stock (e.g. cu,stomers orders) 
..... , , ~.i 
.• < . 
'! . .... 
•.'•· 
. .,,,.· . are filled as soon as possible .. 
. .. 
·. ;Xfl · .... 
,· ···,;· •• · • ! ' 
,. '·. \ .. , 
. . . 
Considering the system as one with a fixed review interval 
- ., 
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.. 
·. -where..:J Ik ~ inventory ·at th~ end: o-f per.iod k. ·. ~' ' 
. . 
.. 
·6. · = "reorder quantity; that is, -the order placed for k 
I • 
replenishment stock .. 
Ck= cumulative customers orders reCeived during the kth 
period. 
T = lead-time. 
. c., "' 
_In addition to equation (1) a rule determining the quantity to be 
. ! 
ordered is required to complete the description of an automatically 
C 
controlled inventory system~ Considering only reorder rules that . 
can be expressed as. linear CO!flbinations of past customer orders and 
_. 
inventories, equation (2) is used as the general reorder rule. 
k k I:: I: Bk - G .Ck . + H .Ik j (2) J -J· J -j=O j=O 
where-,the Gj's and Hj's are constants that are chosen to suit any 
particular, system. The general inventory contro·l system .represented 
by equations (1) and (2) can be· con·sidered a discrete-variable servo-
mechanism. From servo theory the following two quantities are 
defined: a controlling quantity or input function; and a quantity 
to be cont·rolled or output function. The basic mechanism of auto-
matic- control· devices is that.information about the output is relayed 
•I 
or fed back (electrically, mechanically, or otherwise) to the iJ;tput . 
- The input function ~. then adjusted to correct the output to any. 
'I,\ 
desired level. ·1n the system of equ~tions (1) and (2) the reorder 
.. 
quantity, (J , ·is the controlling function, and the· inventory, I, ·is 
the output--the quantity to be controlled . 
' . 
. . ' . 
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From equations· ·c1)_ and ('2), a ·reorder r:1::tle .is subseque?ltl,Y · 









where: Ck (T+l) = forecast of total customer orders during period~ 
·-- --- j 
. ,. 
k+l through k+T+l. This cumulative forecast is 
,1, 
th . supposedly made during the k period . 
= protection stock; to provide protection against 
• t.• . 
. 
errors in forecast. 
The stability of ~he above equation is verified by utilizing z. 
transforms (17) since the system consists of discrete va·riables. 
Albert B. Bishop (2) in the development of a IIK)del for optimum 
control of stochastic sampled-data systems utilized proportional 
, 
control which he defined as "adjustment of the process input by a 
fixed portion "a" of the observed error." ·This technique was used 
sin·ce it can be readi.ly handled analytically and it is a familiar 
_ technique to many decision makers,.,. 
This same technique w~s used by :Elmaghraby (6) whose model 
.. 
is used . as a basis for. the development of the modified nndel · which - ·_ 
is· the subject of·· this thesis. 
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;III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM . ·~ 
. .. 
The problem of establishing -an effective production-inventory 
· control system can be extremely complex if all segments of the prob--
'J 
le~ are analyzed prior to arriving at a reasonable, decision rule. 
The problem to be treated in this thesis is the development of a. 
· P.roduction-inventory control ~ystem in a manufacturing environment 
t 
. 
'where· it is desired to va·ry production levels in response to. random 
fluctuat1ons in demand. The prime objective will be to reduce pro-
" 
duction level fluctuations· and minimize inventory investment without 
I 
·incurring stock-out conditions. 
The manufacturing. environment under consideration shal.l have 
the following characteristics: 
' il 
.. 
1. Demand is stochast-ic. 
2. Forecasting techniques are used to estimate demand. 
3 ~ Production is placed into inventory. 
4 .. Customer demand is satisfied from inventory. 
5. Inventory depletions due to ~atisfaction of demand are 
replenished~ from production, .. 
~ 6 .. Due to t·he stochastic nature of deman·d, safety stock is 
maintained to· min.imize stocko.ut s. 
7. Production as scheduled will not necessarily·, .in fact shall 
~ ' 
•.-..,.. 
seldom, be· ·equal to actual pro·duction. 
· 8. Production · capac'i ty exists. to ·meet expected demand levels. 
;9·. 
.... ' 
I ·. i · . 
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··In the next~ chapter· both Elmaghraby' s · (6) model, which is 
..~esigned to be ·used. in the environment as outlined in this chapter 
.. 
except that scheduled ·production and actual .production are assumed 
to be equal, and a modified model which is applicable where a differ-
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'.. j ·.1 
. 
. --. z~v:.· -PRODUCTION-INVENTORY CONTROL .MODEL. DEVEIDPMENT · ( ' 
. . 
A. Elmaghraby's (6) Production-InventoryCont-rol·Model'--
. . 
Assume that production as scheduled is made and that it is 
desired to maintain the safety stock at some fixed level S(t). 
Let: 
I 
P(t) = actual production in period t known at the end of the 
period. 
S(t) =· safety· stock for period t. 
I(t) = level of inventory known at the end of period t. 
e(t) = error in inventory level known at end of period. 
a = proportion of error corrected. 




'1 = 4elay periods--ti~e periods required for the production 
department to achieve the new production rate . 
.. 
R(t) = forecasted demand for period t. 
--
D( t) = actual demand for period t known at the end of the 
. . 
. period. 
Error tenn is defined as: 
e(t) = e(t-1) - P-(t) + D(t) (4) 
- -
Rule: ~or any e(t) increase, the average production leve.l by 
,-
a.e Ct)) • 
. .Therefo-re· ~(t)- = R(t) + me(t-71-l) 
-
z transforms of ( 4) and (5) · are: -
~(Z) = z-1E(Z) - P(Z) + D(Z) 
' 
. - '• . -~ -•: 
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. 1-Z . . R(Z) + 1-z-1 + «z-11-1 
. -11-1 
az. D(Z) 
-1 · -'l-1 - · 1-z + az - · 





-Note: . l . ' To maintain.the linearity ot the system it· is assumed that . . . . . .. 
P(t.) 2:: 0 for all t. 
The condition for absolute stability of the· system is that 
~ 
.: I Z~ < 1, IZ2I < 1, ... ".lz,.,+11 < 1 wliere z1 , ... , z'7+l are ·the ,,' +l 
. 71+1 '1 .· roots of the characteristic equation Z ·· - Z + a = 0. By applying .. 
the Routh Hurwitz (21) criterion, the bounds for a. for roots falling 
within the unit circle on the Z plane are obtained·and listed below 




Delay Equation Limits On 4 
.. 
0 z - 1 + a. .o < a < 2.0 
' 
. z2 , ·, 1 •} z + Cl O< 4< 1.0 'iJ, .. I -
' 3 z2 ' -· ' 2 z - + 
" 
o< Cl < .618 < ,._ 
·3 z4 
-
z3 + Cl o< a. < .446 
• 
0TABLE 1. Stability ·Limits for a . 
. 





-· delays in. the· response of the productiop department ·t~ a decision · . 
' . ' 
• to increase or decrease the production ·rate results in a smaller .. ,., ,, 
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. · permissible range of a which will maintain a. st·able: system. 
·:E·lmaghraby deinonstra:ted the· advantages of this model by ·apply-· 
·· ing it" to_ histQrical data for the manufacture of a product which 
·-
for proprietary reasons shall be referred to as Product A. Three 
different comparisons were made using techniques defined as Pure -
Forecasting, Reactive Control, and Predictive Control. An explanation.· 
. 
of .these tecµ.Diques and the results of the· application will be pre-. 








B. ·Modif:led Model Development 
1. - Assuming ~roduction Error but No Information- ·in Lead 
Time Period 
The first modification to the basic model will Qe to assume 
that scheduled production does not equal actual p~oduction. And,·· 
' 
as was done by Elmaghraby, the calculation of stability· limits for 
. 
· th~ .Proportipnal correction coefficients will be done assuming no 
information is available during- the lead til:lle periods. 
Let: 
Modified Mode 1: 
P 8 (t) = scheduled production in period t. 
P(t) = actual production in period t known at the end of the 
period.· 
E(t) = error bet-ween actual and scheduled p_rQduc.tion ~o- a_t · 
- -. 
. . ·' ' .. - . ., . ~ . . the end of the period . 
. . ,· . . 
'· 
I>..' ·•' 
• • ' )Ii, 
.. ·.•. ' " ., ·'''; ~ ··= proportion· of e·rror E (t) corrected. ' \ 
/, ... ' 
. ' ' . S(t) =· safety stock~ .· 
··,- ,'; . 
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production is made. " ' I -
- ,, 
I(t) = actual level of inventory at end of period t. 
R(t) = forecasted demand for period t. 
.,, 
= delay periods - . time periods required for the system 
to achieve the new production rate. 
e (t) = error in inventory leve 1 due to ~orecast erro_r; 
. . 
known at end of the period. 
... 
a = proportion of error e(t) corrected. 




(11) E (t) E (t-1) P(t) + p (t) - -- s 
... 




e(t) + E (t) -
-
S(t) 
- I(t) e. 
.-:i 
Rule: for any e(t). and E (t) adjust the scheduled production 
quantity by a e(t) and /jE (t) · 
.or: 
P (t) = R(t) + Cl e(t-1) + /jE (t-1) s 
introducing the delay factor_.,, we have: 
~,.,. 





Taking the Z transforms of (11), (12), and <i4)·we get 
,_ , 
,: ,,. 
' ,. ·' 
e (Z) = z- 1 E (Z) - P (Z) + P s (Z) 
e(Z) = z-l e(Z) -
- .... 
-
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·•,,. ' ' ' 
, .. ;_ '' ' 
•',j _ (13) 
- (14) 
1 • .. ' 
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.. ... 19 · 
... :, 
_ ... - .· ... 
P 
9
(Z) = _R(Z) + o z-'1-l e(Z) + /jz-'1-l f (Zf. , 
-\ .... 
t(Z) _ P8 (Z) - P(Z) 
- 1_- z- 1 _ 
e(Z) = D(Z) - P8 (Z) 
1 - z-1 
... 
: : . ,; . ~-
:.~,'· 
1l 
' . ' . 
__,__ -·· 
'. 
A -11·-1 P9_(Z) - P(Z) 
+ ,.,. z I -- z-1 . 
and P~(~) = R(Z) 
P8 (Z) 
-'1-1 
1 ~ (o.-~) 
·1· -z- 1 
= R(Z) 1 +. z-'1-l [a D(Z) - fjP(Z)] 
1 ~ z- 1 
_ 
Finally 
Ps(Z) - 1 - z- l . R (Z) Cl z- '1-1 
- 1 - z-1 + ciz-'l-1 - /Jz-'1-I + 1 -z-1 + ciz-71-1 - fJz-'1-1 »<z> 
R -77-1 . 
- . ,., z ~= : p (Z) .. 
1. _ z-1 +.a z-ff-1 _ /j 1-fJ-I 
· Multiplying numerator --and denominator of (15) by z'1+l 
we obtain 
' z'1+1 - z11 ) + CL D(Z) 
· Pg(Z) = z'IJ'+I - z" + ci-fJR(Z z'l+I - z" + ci-8 . 
- IJ . 
+ . ""· .. 




: (16) · 
'l'he condition for absolut·e stability. of the system requires······ 
• • I • IZ1 I < 1, I z21 < 1, •. O, 1ziJ+ll < 1 where z1, .•. , z,,+1 are the 
· 'l+l roots of the ch·aracteristic equation z"+l - z11 + a -{J = O. To 
,i'"I It·. 
:\' \ • simplify the determination of the limits for a and~ w~i~h1 will · 
' • ... -~ ' j ,. 
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•intain a stable system, the Routh~Hurwitz. Criterion (21) is 
emp1oyed. This technique utilizes a~ transformation of · the ··:character-. . ,f. 
, 
istic equation in Z which w11·1 transform the region outside the unit 
circle in the Z plane to the right half of an auxiliary plane, and 
the region inside the unit circle to the left half of this plane 
as illustrated in Figure 2. 
-~ . .'"~ .·;,., 
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! • • 
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FIGURE 2. · _Corresponding R~gions in z. and ~-Planes.· 
~ + 1 The transfor.ma~ion used 1.s ~ .=. 
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., Applying this technique to the characteristic equation of equation 
(16) we obtain: 
For "I= 0 
,,. 
Z-l+a.-/j=O 
~ + 1 
~ - 1 -1+ a-fJ=O 
.· ' A -····(/ - 2 
~ = -----
·. a - fj 
,;. . 







Perf~rming similar calculations for~= 2 and~= 3, the limits. for 
a. and {j are as shown in Table 2. 
Characteristic Limits on 
Delay Equation uand P 
-
0 z - 1 + a. - {j 0 < 0. -. (j < 2 
1 z2 - z + Cl - fj 0 < Cl- /j< 1 
z3 -· z2 - /j , <a-fj< 2 + a 0 .• 618 
3 z4 - _z3 +4 - (J 0 <a_~< .446 
TABLE 2. Stability Limits for 11 · and /j. 
. . .-..2122 ,,.,13. 
' '.' .1-~ 
: ' 
.·I 












On comparing the results listed in Table 2. to Elmag·hraby'·s :-~ 
'. 
. '.:· 
., ~t» •. 
,. '.' 1 • • ... 
•, ·.' ..... 
. "-·, 
:·-, ...... . ,' .. 
·,, . 
',. results in Table ·1, we ·fin·d that the limi.tsfor·a.-'1are comparable· 
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2. Assuming Production Error· with Information in I.ea·d 
. Time Period 
'In both Elmaghraby' s model arid the modified model, the stability 
limits on the proportional correcti'on factors· were calculated assum-
ing that no information is introduced during the lead time periods 
relative to scheduled production and estimated demand. When schedul-
...._\.-f 
ing production and a lead time of one period is necessary, these-,,. 
' quence of events will ,,b·e assumed to occur as follows: 
Production is scheduled at the beginning of period t = 1 for 
period t = 2. When production is subsequently being scheduled at 





/' . 'ule for period t ·= 2 previously scheduled .at the beginning of period 
.· ; . 
·' 
. . ' . ' . . 
. :· . . " 
' p ... • 
. .. 
,. ... ;:' ... . '' . 
• • • •. t · .. ', ' 




" . . . -~ . . ,, ' . 
,· _.... ,, : .... 
'... .: 
• 
"· t = 1 is in effect. Forecasted demand for period t = 2 i's also avail-
able. The presence of a forecasted demand for· period t = 2 and firm 
production schedule for the same period permits the introduction of 
this_. information to determine the anticipated inventory level at 
the beginning of period t = 3. currently being scheduled. The intro-
duction of similar information in subsequent periods will help estab-
. · lish a better production .schedule for the future periods w;ider con-
' 
' 
. ·sideration. Therefore, let us, revise the origi·nal modified model 
to ·introduce this information for le~d times of both 1 and 2 periods 
and observe·· tp.e results on the stability limits. . . .. · ' 
. 
. 
A1·1 variab.les are as def.ined on page 17 ·tor 'I = 1 assuming· 




. .. h >• 
E (t) .= E (:t-1) 
·. e(t) =· e·(t~l) 
. " ... '' 
- P(t) + P 8 (t) 
- f 8(T) + D(ti) 
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.; ·.' .·V .... '.'·'. ··-· .l. ./! .,,· ,,,.-.. ~ ... 
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. ' ' ' 
... 23· 
' " .. " 
· .. ; ,,, . , . ' . "' -' -....... ~ ......... ~--
. .. 
'.= . 
-... ~_,-,.· ... , ,.,.~~--···-, 
·.aule: 
. 
. . - I ' • • . 
for any· E (t) and e(.t) ~i~crease t'b.e· scheduled P,roduction level .. 
. -. -. ,... . 
. . 
.by ae(t) + (3'E(t) ·· • '11· 
Therefore: 
' P (t) = R(t) + R(t-1) - P(t-1) + ae(t-2) + /jt(t-2) (20). s .. 
·- .... ,~ -
Note: Ps(t) is being 1.,scheduled at the beginning of period (t-1). 
-
The Z.transforms of (18), (19), and (20) -are: 
tcz> = z-1 E(Z) - Pcz> /p9 (z> (21) - · 
- -1 - -· -




substituting (21) and (22) into (23) we obtain: 
P CZ) = Cl + z-1)Rcz) - z.:.1i>cz> + az-1 n~z~ = :~iz> 
s . 
.. + pz-2 P5 (Z~ = =~~~ -
t 
P s CZ) (1 - z-1> c1 · + z-1> = (1 - z-1> R(Z)(l.,. z-1> + ~ z-f P 8 (Z) -P(Z~ 
+ a.~-2[ncz> - P(z>] 
P8 (Z) [ (1 - z-l> Cl + z-_1> - ~z-2 + a;z- 2 J= (1 .:. z-1> (l + Z.:.l)R(Z) 
- fj z- 2 P(Z) + a z- 2 D(Z) 
;. ... - -~. '.. . . 
p (Z) = <1 - z-2)R(Z) - ~z-2P(Z) + Cl z- 2 D(Z) 
. s . - 1 - . z- 2 - (j z- 2 -+ a. z- 2 -·\ 
and 
P cz> = cz2- i> ~ acz> + 
s . z2 - I + JI - p z2 -
.. ,, . 
·. a D(Z) .+ a -(:JP(Z) · · . (24) 
i +. a·- .(j ~ z- · - _ 1 + tL -- /j 
with the c·haracteristic equation equal to· z2 - 1. + -ci - ~:;: ·:.-0 ~ 
/ 
. i' 
Again using the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. we obtain the limits· of 
.. "' 
. , 
· · ~ < a - /j < 1 to maintain stability. Referring to Table 2 ~ we see · 
.. ~. 
. . -
that the limi-ts are the· same as for the conditio~ when no information 
,, 
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. ./• I 
.• '}' 
. 
. is introduced during the lead time per;Lod '1 =·· l. ,.; • • \~ .• "j. 
·, .i 
. 
·For '1 = 2 ·J, . ; i : .. ~ ... 
Let: 
e(t) = E(t-1) - P(t) + P
8 (t) .. (25.) :-
. } 
- -· 




~ 8 (t) = R(t) + R(t"""l) + R(t-2) - Ps(t-1). - P8 (t-2) ·+ oe(t:3) + ~(t-3) 
, 
. ~- : 
' . 
agaln taking Z transforms 
E(Z) = z-l E(Z) - P(Z) + P8 (~) 
ecz) = z- 1 e(Z) - Ps(Z) + ncz) "' 
P ci> = RCz>c1-+ z-1 +-z- 2i --P cz>cz-1~+ z-2> s . s ' . 
+ z..:f ae(Z) + j3E(Z~ 
. 






P (Z)(l + z-i + ~- 2)(1 - i-1> = R(zjc1 + z-1 + z- 2)(1 - z-1~ s . - . . . 
. . 
·. · + z-3,{n<z> - P 5 ~z>] + pz-3 [P8 (Z) -
p. (Z)] . . . . 
P s<Z) [ 1 - z-3 + 11z-3 - pz-3]= (1 -, z-3)R(Z) + a z-3D(Z) - ttz-3 P(Z) 
' . 3 . . . 




(z3 - 1) R(Z) + ·an(Z) . - ~ P (Z) 
-z3 - - 1 · + ci - ;_ -{j . . - -
· Be:re the characteristic equation is 
z3 - 1 +.. a. - (j == Cl · .. 
.: ,. .. 
;.. ·.t. . .• : ... 
' ,: 
' • f ' ... 
~ '· . . . . 
Sin~e we want lz1J < 1, jz2f ~1. Jz~I < 1, we can solve directly :· .... ( . 
. .. . , ... 
. . . . 
. .. to.r the. roots and ob~ain limits of· 0 <. Cl· - P < 2 · for stability. It 
. . ~ ' .... ...• -
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is apparent from the previous calculations that 4the introduction of . 
. : 
available information· during _the lead time periods has no effect 
on stability limits for~= 1 but increases them significantly for 
'I= 2. 
It is significant to note that in all of the ·modified models, 
the proportional control constants a and ~ may assume any values 
. , . 
. 
. . 
provided their d1fference, a-(j lies within the limits· which are 
.. 
required to maintain system stability. The choice of values for a 
and fJ therefore should be in keeping with. the prime objective of 
our control system, that of stabilizing production and minimizing 
inventory investment in a system which will vary production quanti-
ties in response to random fluctuations in demand with no stockouts 
desired. 
· In a manufacturing environment, costs are incurred when pro-
duction levels are changed, when inventory is kept on hand, and 
when stockouts occur, Certainly other ,~~re also incurred, 
. . J$/ . 
however, these are not mentioned here ,~ince they are not pertinent 
to the choice _of values of 11 and ~( ,5 
. . . . ~ii?· 
On examining the basic production ~rde~ring rule: 
P(t) = R(t) + a.e(t-TJ-1) + /je(t-'1-1) 
the· following becomes apparen·t: 
'I:, 
As a and /J are increased in value from O, the amount of error 
' 
, ~hi.ch will be corrected tn the production period under consideration 
ivill increase, i.e., the production quantity will change more in 
~sponse· to the error terms b~ing monitored as the quantity of this· 
. 
~. • 
J, . '. ~ : ... 
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_error approaches the actual situation. When the total error condi-
tion·is u·sed to schedule p~duction, the maximum var~ation' in p~~ 
duction levels can be expected. It is for this reason that although 
a and (i can vary '!lit·hout bound provided a.-(j are within prescribed 
limits neither a. nor {J should exceed the value of 1.·o to minimize 
the variation in production levels. Therefore, even though stability 
limits perinit a.-13 to exceed 1.0, values exceeding ·this· limit shall 
not be used .. The values .to be used will be restricted to O_ < ci < 1.0, 
0 <. (j< 1.0 and they will be combined in a manner to remain within . 
-calculated stability limits.· Within these values of a and ·(j reason-
able values for production fluctuations can be expected, therefore, 
those values which minimize the average inventory levels without 
stockouts should be considered most advantageous. Chapters V and 
VI contain the results of testing both models on actual historical 
dat11., using ··.the· _principles developed in this chapter. 
''•. 
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Elmaghraby (5) demonstrated the usJt of his servomechanism model 
.., 
1D production-inventory systems by applying the model to actual 
demand data for a specific produ~t. This product is manufactured 
' 
by a large electronics company and shall be referred to as .-Product A 
Actual weekly demand data for Product A were obta~ned from the 
.. 
. 'location where the product is manufac-tured. These data are repre-
sented in graphical form in Figure 3 and represents 89 per.iods of 
~ 
historical data. It was used· to determine a metho·d of estimating 
., 
future sales of the product. 'The method of forecasting utilized 
' 
was spectral analysis. , The . 89 periods of historical data were,, 
employed to estimate the power spectrum which was subsequently .used 






R(t'+r) = est.i~ted demand r periods' ahead o·f t . 
= constants to be determined for a giv_en r. 
= actual demand in period t. 
.. 
F(t) :,.:end eSti~te of demand for period t. 
q(t) = deviatio·n from trend· estimate . 
' {!sing the histo~ical data, in Figure 3, a trend· estimate .(dashed 
line) was computed using linear regression analysis •. Using this, . 
.. -·- t~end estimate the deviation.: . 
I . 
q(t.) ·= D(t) .- F(t) 
.. 
. . 
. wa•. the .time ~eries analyz~d·: in t_he forecasting· technique. Assuming · 
·. ·, . ... . ,. . 
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. that r=l, and m.::3, in equation (31), i.e., assuming it is desired 
' .,.. 
' 
to' forec~st the1 _deviation -one period aheh.d tit:i.~izing the information 
,f 
of the most recent four•actual deviations, the values for the con-J 
stants a0 , a 1 , a2 , a 3 are determined to be: 
.. : .-
a 0 = 0.6983_ 
a 1 =-0.0735 
a2 =-o_.oe33 
.a3 = 0.0633. 
. . 
Therefore, the forecasted deviation q(t+l) is given by: 
q(t+1> = .6983 [net> - F(t>] - .0135 [nct-1> --F(t-1)] 
. .. . (32) 
- .0833 [n(t-2) --F(t-2>] + ,0633 (nct-3) - Fct-3)] _ 
Using this technique the forecasted demand for Product A for the 
• 
., 
next 21 periods is computed. The estimated demand and actual ·demand-
are tabulated in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 4. 
In applying the model to the historical demand data for Product 
A, three decision r:ules were used, defined as: . 1) Pure Forecasting, 
2) Reactive Control, and 3) Predictive Control. 
1) Pure Forecasting -
This method consisted of using a decision rule with no 
" · feedback~. e ~ 
P(t) = P (t) 
0 
-
·: where P(t)· ~ schecJu.led _production in period ·t • 
-
P (t)= expected demand for ·period t. · 0 . 
• 41 • • • • •• "*'' 
, · ·2)· .. Reactive· Control -
-
· This metho-d consists of applying pure forecasting with · 
" 
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,. Period Forecasted Actual 




1 t:, 6,864 6,864 
' 
2 7,296 3,696 
• 3 . ·6, 351 10,560 
4 11,401 9,360 
5. . 10 ,.047 f 9,544 
- . 
;; 
6 9,571 7,072 
' 
" " 
7 8,366 .. ,. ·9 ,968 








11 6,890 8,840 
12 10 ;011 7,488 
0 
13 8,927 10,057 
, 
- 14 10,293 9, 25·2 
. 
15 9 ,89_7 8,408 
16 · 9,069 12,008 
- . 
0 
17 11 ,"873 11,544 
i. ..... 
SJ! 
18 11, 30·4_ ' 
.8 ,552 
' 19 8,89·5 8,160 
. ;. -: .. ~-
" 
·. ··20 9,108 8,296 
. 
21 9,452 9 ,-320 
-
TABLE 3. Forecasted and Actual Demand· - Product A 
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l'IGUBI ·4. ·Estimated and Actual Demand ._ Pro.duct A 
(Elmaghraby':s Data) 
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feedback,· i.e. . \ 
·, 
. 'P(tl = P . (t) + .a e (t-11-1) · 
0 







This consists of using reactive control with the substi-
tution of R(t) obtained using spectral ·analysis for P
O (t) 
the expected demand, i.e. , · 
P(t) = R(t) + u e (t-TJ-1.). 
t As~mning a.= O. 5 and 11 ·= O, the resQlts obtained. from using 
the three methods outlined above are contained in Table 4. 
Open loop Statistic Closed Loop Pure 
Reactive Control Predictive Control Forecasting 
Saf.ety Stock 8,000 8,000 8,000 
.. 
Average 
Inventory 11,705 9,258 14,393 
Standard 
Deviation 1,873 i 
.· 1,764 · 3 882 ·,. 
' . 
. 
TABLE 4. Comparison of Inventory Fluctuations ·- Product A. 
· On examining the results of the three comparisons in Table ,..4, it 
is evident that Predictive Control yields the best performance of· 
.. 
... 
all three procedures . The improvement over Reactive Cont ro 1, however, 
i·s not as .pronounced as that over Pure Forecasting·. This is to· be 
expected since Pure Forecasting is a technique which schedules 
production as a function 0£ ~expected demand without concern for -the 
actual inventory position. This results in stable prod~ct-ion levels 
.. , ' . 
;.,. __ -,- '! . . 
but ·an unusually large average inventory., Theref¢,re, comparing 
. ·~ '• . 
• 
• ' I 
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' . avel'age. inventory levels obtai~e.d from u'si~g Pure Forecasting -
' . I .• ; 
' • t 
" •,II, 
• 
(which is a system designed to stabilize production at the expense ·-
of high inventory levels) to those obtained from using reactive and 
predictive control (which are systems __ designed to· vary production 
l~vels in response to random fluctuations in demand) will not 
present a true evaluation of the improved inventory position obtained 
. Q 
from using the latter two methods. · Consequently, comparing reactive · 
and predictive .control and neglectingc Pure Forecasting will present· 
a better., evaluation of the model. .. 
The results in Table 4, it-will be recalled, were obtained 
. 
. 
with ci = .5. It would be instructive to determine the effe·ct of 
varying a within ·its permissible stability lim~:ts and observing 
the results on production and inventory leve~s. To accomplish this, 
a co~puter program was written and run on an IBM 1130 computer. The 
· data used was the same as used for Product A under Predictive Contro.l 
exce1>t that 4 was 'ied from .1 to· 1.0 in increments of .1, ~~th 
' , . 
'I = 0 and a constant· safety stock of 8,000. The results of this 
sim~lation are contained in Table 5. On.referring to this table, 
' 
we·find that the minimum mean inventory level was obtained with 
•-
a.= 1.0! This indicates that the .best inventory position for the. ,,., . 
. given data- would· be· obt3:ined ·when t·he ·total .error position in each·· I 
. 
' .~, 
period is fed back to the input, and production levels respond 
. ,. 
· -ac~ordingly. . ·Therefore, when_ a. -good· forecast is availa.ble, propor-. 
(,.\ 
. ' 
tionai· control may not -result in the minimum mean inventory .. level. · 
· It .·is also signific~t. t~t the mean production rate decreases with 
:.,,; 
I , 
. ,, . 
·-
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. . ~- . . . 
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Predictive Control with Varying Cl - Product A. 
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' ' . 
.. ~i~creasing Cl' 'but·i ·the standard ·deviation o·f production increases~ . ·:'. 
' ' • ' • ' { ' i • • • 
w.ith -increasin·g 11, _· indicating. that alt)lough ·mean product~on levels·,· . 
. . 
decrease, . the rate of production varies considerably as .a increases. 
The preceding· observations clearly demonstrate that. the combin$.-
tion of proportional control and "improved forecasts do not necessar-
ily result in the most economical system. Therefore, in the next 
· . · ·chapter, when the· modified model isf applied to actual data, ~ test 
·i 
.' prQcedure will be developed to permit the comparison. of results of. 
" 
. /. 
using proportional control resulting from all permissible values 
of ci and ~ with ·the result o.b.tained from us_j.ng. total feedback when 
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:· Vt. APPLicATION OF MODIFIED. MODEL ,. ' ; I 
. ' . ,• 
To· de~nstrate the usefulness· of the modi1ied ~del. developed -·I'. · 
in Chapter IV, it will be applied to actual historical data for 
· ·two different products manufac~ured by a large electronics company. 
For proprietary. reasons, the products shall not i.e ~dentified by . 
name, but in~tead shall be ref erred to as Product B and Product C·. 
Product· B is a low volume relatively high ~cost item, whereas Product· 
I 
C is a high volume low cost item. 
A·.· Historical Data Acqu·isition ' "' 
Historical demand data for both products were obtained from 
the manufacturing location where the products are made•". Demand · 
.. •. 
. 
data ·for thirty-six production periods of Product B and forty-five 
' 
periods of Product· C were available. Product B has been manufactured 
for a long· time, whereas Produc.t· ·c is ·a new pro.duct which has been 
, ' 
manufactured for a relat·ively _shc;>rt time. Figure 5 and Figure 6 .. 
tllustrate the demand his-tories for Products B and C respectively. · 
Ea·ch· data poirit for Product B represents one month's demand, whereas 
.. 
that for Product C represents one week's demand. The data have been 
accumulat-ed ·in ·this. manner since: ·it corresponds. to the length of 
t:lpe represented. by each production 'period for the· product. m,.der' 
consid~ration. · 
. i / ; . 
· .. '.·Both produc·ts. were chosen to provide. a means of demnstrating 
. , 
whether ·the modified model can be readily applied to products w~th 
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rather stable dem~d pa~te·;rn a~tth- eliminating. the s~~soJJ.•:'lity ~f 
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· ·:"., · · chapter), whereas P.roduct C exhibits an- -extremely random demand 
• I 
I· . •· 
• 
• .• "!_ •• 
. , 
r,, 





.·' . ~-. 
- '.,.• .. 
·,I .. 
'·· 
pattern with an upward,trend. Pro4uct B is a low volume, high cost 
device, whereas Product C is a high volume low cost device. This 
. 
. 
, ... data,. therefore, will adequately serve to demonstrate the applica-
bility of the modi-fied model. 
·s. Fo~e<N.sting MethQd Determination 
Having obtained historical demand data for the, p.roduc"ts, the 
next step is the determination of a· forecast to be used in testing 
the modified inodel. It was decided to use two forecasts _for each 
,. 
product. One -forecast would be designed to introduce a significant ~ , 
· ,;t:-·. difference between · estimated and · actual demand and would correspond 
to reactive control, whereas the sec.oild forecast which would corres-
pond to predictive control., would be designed to track the actual . 
.· demand data within as reasonable a range. as can be obtained with 
availa·ble forecasting techniques.· Many forecasting techniques . 
have been developed, all of which are adequately covered in the · 
l.iterature. The techniques to be used here are those covered by 
·Brown (3) whose· book has enjpyed wide acceptan_c-e. . ' They 1shall be 
... . . 
appli~d to Product B ·and Product C in an at.tempt to arrive at a 
~ 
. reasonable forecast for use in- the subsequent simulations. 
.. .. : _, -~ .. · . 
1. ;· Forecasts for Pr9duct · B ·. · 
a ........ 
... . ' 
,··. ~ 
. · .. ;, .. · .... -
.1,ier~ a~e thirty-six periods of data available for· this pro~uct •.. . '.. _ . _ 
. ~' . ,., 
I • ' •• 
. . 
: ·· . .- ._ The .first· twelve peri~cls w.ere u·sed·· in the. development of a method· 
.. ~ ' 
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· .· to·1 ·forec.~st '°the last twenty-four periods, s1n·ce ·this· is· the. number· 
" : ·, . 
~ 4 , of period~ to ·b~ used in the simulation of this product. For the •')' ' . • I 
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" 
· f-irst forecas_t , the expected . demand over the p lan.ning horizon ·of 
twenty-four periods was used. This forecast should result in·· 
relatively large differences between actual and estimated demand. 
. For the second forecast, fir~t order exponential smoothing was used •. 
. Observing the demand history in Figure 5, a seasonal pattern is 
evident for periods 3, f?, 7, 9, and 12"· of. each 12 period· cycle • 
. 
' _The seasonality of periods 3; 6, 9, and 12 can be attributed to the 
• 
; . 
fact that these are fiscal periods, each of wh;i.ch contains more 
de~1:1d daysL than ·tne remaining periods. Period 7 is a vacation . 
' ! 
• i} 
. period with half the deman·d days of a· norinal p_eriod. Adjusting the 
. ~ ~. 
· ·demands tor these· periods, ·forecasts were generated using first order 
' 
exponential smoothing with various values of the we~ghting factor. 
-
··The forecast which resulted with the least mean square error had a 
weighting factor value of .01. This happened to be the ·smallest 
value of t);le weighting factor that was used, indicating that the 
seasonal adjustment made the largest contributiop to the ac~ura~y 
,., . . 
of the forecast. The intricate det'ails of obtaining the forecasts· 





. ' purpose of, this .thesis. The important consideration is the values 
· of the estimated forecasts that are used. The expected value .fore-
· cast and first order exponential.smoothing with-.seasonal adjust11:1ent 
,1 




... ; ·second. forecasting. m~t·ho4 ·1s an· extl;'e-mely good .one" and wi_ll. p~duce. . .• 
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PIGURE 7. 
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Estimated and Actual De~a~ - Product B 
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. . ' 
the ·expected value forecast ~will. produce ~arge ··variations as antici..:: · ·· · 
.. 
p~ted. · 
2. Forecasts for Product C 
For this ·product, · it was decided to use all 45 periods (each 
period representing one week's demand) in the simulation. Due to 
.. . .. 
the ext·reme randomness· of the demand for this product (refer to 
· FigUre 6) a forecasting method which W0'1ld track the demand with .... 
a reasonably small error was .not found. First and second order 
exponential s1000.thing were tried with only limited success. Even 
though a particularly good forecast was not obtained for Product B, 
nevertheless,. it was decided ·to· use two different" forecasts to test 
the beh~vior of the· modified model. The first forecast used was 
a quarterly demand estimate which remained constant during a quarter, 
· "but incre.ased slightly each quarter to allow for upward-, trend ·in 
demand. ~he · second forecast· used was one obtained from using first 
. o.rder exponentit{'i smoothing with a weighting factor of .18. These 
4' 
foreca.sts. are plotted in Figure 8. On inspection ·1 t is easily seen 
that neither forecast produces a· small error .between estimated and 
actual demand. · 
•, 
C. Estimating Production Variations 
...... 
The next st~p was to determine a method of simulating an en-
' . 
· ·v:1.ronment where production scheduled at the begi~ning. of a p~riod 
does not necessarily equal the actual producti9n realized at t.he 
. . . 
. end of t.he · period~ · 
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scheduled .production must ~q\lal cumulative demand. The variations 
must be random without the presence of bias. Two examples of -_a 
biased production error and the resultiµg consequences are: 1) i:f 
actual production consistently exceeds scheduled production, then 
• I 
' inventories will build up to unreasonably high ·1evels. 2) If actual , 
, production consistently is less than scheduled· production; then a 
chronic stockout condition can result.. In the presepce of adequate 
- capacity, these situations can easily be corrected by ·adjust~_ng the 
scheduled production by _a _quantity equal to the known consistent 
- difference thereby obtaining the desired quantity of actual produc-
tion. The same reasoning can be applied to fo·recasting .. Ce_rtainly 
. a. forecast to be usable must have a cumulative total .,iequal to the 
. 
. ,. ~ . 
. 
" 
actual demand or .a bias·will exist preventing the attainment:-of.- a-·-"""·~,._.. 
~ 
production schedule which. will permit the satisfaction of· demand. 
It must .be -stressed, therefore, that the modified_ model will 
. , 
.. only provide good result·s in an environment· wpere the pro~u<;:tion and 
-~ 
forecast errors are random and free of bias. In the presence of 
. . 
the type of bias cited above, feeding back only a portion of the 
error each perio~ will ultimately result in an accumulation of 
a.dditional error quantities in the direction of the_ built _in bias.· 
-,~: TJ>.is mere~y introduces 100re problems rather than. improving ~he- .situa-· 
tion ·. ' ... 
. . 
,. ~-.- ., 
. . ~ .. '. . .. : • °>, • . . 
. 
' .. . •,,,· .. 
.. The foTecasting metbo~S p~eviously decided 'UJ;)On are free· Of .. 
·-.·:- : .. :-t·,-i!\. 
. ~ias and there_fo.re are usab-le. To simulate the production patteni 
-
. . . 
' . . ' ···~ . . 
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'' required, it was decided to assume that'; th'e" difference between 
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· actual a,nd scheduled production is normally distributed with a mean· . .; 
of zero. The standard deviation of the distribution will vary with 
·the product being simulated. In addition two different methods will 
be used to express the standard· deviation; and ~ach method will use 
four different values for each· of the two products being simulated. 
' The first method assume's that the standard deviation . is a 
. ._ 
fixed quantity and the second method assumes.that the standard devia-· 
tion is a percentage of the scheduled production quantity. For 
. . 
example using the first method assume: 
with: 
-P (t) = scheduled production for period t · known at · the· beginning s 
of the period. 
(33) · 
.... Q• 




=, random normal·deviate. 
= s_tandard· deviation in a fixed quantity of units~ 
'I 
.. u·siilg" the second method: 
•\ 
... p (t) is as 
s 
previously defin,ed 
.!'>--....... -:.4;·· ( 
'.\ (34) 
·'"' . 
... . .... .... 
-. . . 
. with: 
.. 
d =· r~ndom normal deviate ... • ... ' '· . ; " 
.. ; .: ... ' . ,, 
. .. ' 
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700,000 1,000,000 1,350,000 
• 10 .15 ;20 
TABLE 6. Standard D.eviation of Production Values Used in Simulations .. 
D •. - Safety Stock Determination 
Safety stock levels are a function both of the variability o~ 
-~emand and a management decision on the level· of service to be 
.. 
maintained. Optimwn levels can be computed by balancing the inven-
tory holding costs agains.t stockout costs. O.ur intent is to meet 
demand with minimum stockouts, therefore under the conditions being 
I 
simulated a safety stock level is . ~equired which represents a reason-, 
· · - able choice for. the given circumstances. Safety stock quantities 
. . 
chosen will therefore be a function of the anticipated variation 
between estimated and actual demand and.the variation between actual· 
&11<1 .scheduJed production. The procedure used, was to ·pick a reason-· 
' able value for~ the safety stock that corresponded to the quality .of 
the forecasting technique· us·ed and increasing this value by a ,fixed 
amount as the value o-f the ~ta~ciai-d deviation .of production us~d 
. increased. The :values used .are tabulated in Table- 7 ~ Since the 
·se~ond forecasting method used,for Product B was ·signlficantly better 
. ' 
. _·· ... than the exp~c_ted .. value f(!recast, .. it was pos~ible_to -reduc_e _the .. 
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Safety Stock 'fl=O · 
, 
Safety Stock ~=1 
Exponential 
Snoothing Forecast: 
Safety Stock 11=0 





























I 7 ,_500 
-







1,350 ~ 000 
. or . 20 
" . 




Sitfety Stock 'fl=O 11,000,000 12,000,000 " 13,000,000~ 14,000,000 
18,000,000 19,000,000 Safety Stock 11=1 .16,000,000 1_7 ,000,000 ...., ___ ~ __ ...... __ .._ _____........... ____...._ _____ ...;. .......... ____ .....,\ 
. ' 
Table 7.r..·safety·stock Values>L~ Products s·an·d·c 
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, safety_ stock ··levels us·ed· for. thi,s forecasting meth~d • Fo~ Product 
C there· was no app_reciable difference 'in the .forecasting ·method~~ , 
' ' ~ ' . 
therefore, the safety.stock levels.were maintained constant for 
each forecasting method •. . \ 
The simulations to be done· are for values of lead time 'I equal 
to O and 1. Safety stock levels were increased, therefore, for 
lead time - '1 = ~ to account fo~ the additional ·uncertainty intro-
duced due to the increase in lead time. 
B. Simulation Procedure 
' ~ 
The final step in demonstrating the application· of the modified 
model was the determination of a simulation procedure which will 
permit a good evaluation of the model. The procedure to be used ·was 
developed as a result of the experience gained from using Elmaghraby's 
. 
model with various values of ·the-proportional correction constant 
• ,•ti, 
·as. contained .in Table 5 .. It will be rec.alled that th_e lowest mean 
) 
..... 
' inventory value ,was obtained in the absence of any proportional 
feedback. The procedure has, therefore, been designed to compare 
the results of using proportional correction with those obtained 
without proportional correction and thereby determine the effective..; 
ness of the modified model. 
At this point, it wi~l ·be worthwhile to S\Jromarize the data and· 
proce~ures 'to be use·fi lea~ing t~ the f i~al simulation: 
1~ Two products shall. be used, Product B an.d'Product C. 
' ' 
2. The simulation will be done for 25 periods of Product B 
' ,. 
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Two ·forecasting methods .are use:d · for each product. 
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ment ,· each one· with four different values. 
5 •.. Safety stock values for each product will be varied with 
the quality of the forecast used and the length of lead 
time under consideration. 
Items 1 throdgh 5 have been exp'iain~d in detail in t);le previous 
. · sections of this chapter and have been -summarized here as a conven-
ient reference. ·'The actual simulation will be done on one data set 
at a time. For each period in the simulation, production will be 
scheduled using equati_on (13) for 'I = 0 and equatipn (20) ,for '1 = 1 . 
.. 
.~ ... 
Actual production at the end of the period will be the result obtained 
with equations (33) · and (34) ... as explained in seGtion C. of this chap-
, ,{l 
ter. The values used ~or ci and /j will be varied· in increments of 
~l within the previously developed. stability limits contained in 
Table 2. Therefore, ti. will r~ge from .. 1 to 1.0 .and ~ will also 
range from .1 to 1.0, however, a,-~ will always be within stability 
... 
limits. A mean inventory position is calculated for each simulation 
corresponding to the values of a and (j used for that particular 
production schedule. The minimum mean inventory position will ·be 
· used to determine the best ci and /3 combination. In searching for 
.-the minimum mean inventory position, s_chedules that result in 
stockouts are neglected and only no stockout conditions will be 
compared. · The minimum mean inventory will be comp·ared· to the value 
obt,.;ined when no· proportion~! feedback correction. is made, ·to . 
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, ·· ,nee represents any improveme~t, f.e·. whether or not .proportional . 
(f 
. correct'ion produces t~e lesser .inventory position~ - Using all. possi-
t-
ble combinations of a and d, and also computing a production pattern 
and. resulting inventory. posi'tion for a decis;i.on rule without pro-
., 
·portional feedback control, will avoid misleading results. That 
is, the inventory positions with proportional correction will be 
compared to the most reasonable alternative in a system designed to 
• vary production levels in response to variations in demand, i.e. 
one· which feeds the total error signal back. to the input in each 
· period •. 
< ">--. To--increase the· amount of .results available to evaluate the 
model, two different random number generators will be used to I 'l • 
. produce an actual production pattern as outlined in section C of 
this c:\).apter. 
Summa.rizing the model application .proc~dure, we have two differ-
ent products, each with two forecasting methods~ For each forecast-
iJlg method used, there are two different methods of introducing an· 
· actu·al p~duction pattern, each method wiith four distinct values 
for the standard deviation of production.. For each of the forecast-
i~g metho·ds, we ·are also using _two different production patterns ob-
.) 
·. . . . l . 
· tained by varying · the random number genera tor· used to simulate 
··.actual productirin ·as· a f·unc.tion of. s~hecluled production·. · Finally, 
for each fa.recasting method of eac.h product,· two lead times are 
' ~. . . 
. . . 
. used,·''I = o and- n = 1. 
. ... ·~· : 
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· · Por each. product,. we·· will have· four resul.ts for each lead time ' . 4'. 
• 
. \ period or a -total of eight for. each forecasting method·. Since ··each 
.. product has two forecasting methods we will have 16 results for 
i 
..0. 
· each production pattern. The presence of two production. patterns 
gives a final total of 32 different results, each one containing 
a mean inventory position for the full ranges of « and fj plus one 
obtained without proportional correction. I . 
To perform a 'Simulation of: this size, a computer'.program was 
written for the IBM 360/50. The source program is contained in 




-· .... ·-.. 
. ' ... , ...... . 
Appendix II. The program will _g~perate, all 9f the production 
schedules and compute the inventory position for each value o·f Cl 
and /j. ·. It ·will then choo·se the schedule which had the minimum mean 
. . . ' inventory,. list tlie ·values of a and /j corresponding .. to this minimum 
~ 
value and print out the production schedule and inventory position 
using these values· of a and p·. · The results of· these s.imulations 
~ -are contained in the next chapter. 
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The sign1·£1c·ant -~-results of the comput'er simulation used to 
demonstrate.the applicability of ·the modified model have been 
tabulated in Tables 9 through 24 contained in Appendix I. These 
16 tables list the.pertinent values used for all variables iJ the 
,.,,1. 
,·, ',\, 
simulation. ~ They also contain the results of comparing the minimum 
• 
mean . inventory position resu·lting from both ·proportional c;orrection 
,, 
. ' 
and the absence of proportional cor:rection. In all cases· the modi~ 
fied model resulted in a sma~ler mean· inventory .position than ob-
tained from using the total error position to·schedule p~duction 
for~each period. · It is significant that even with an increase in. 
lead time period the modified model also performed best. 
,. 
· To better illustrate the range of possible % ·savings ··in mea.11 · 
inventory positions, the results of all simulations .have been·accumu-
lated· and listed in Table 8 of this section. From this table it 
can be seen.· that signific~nt savings_ can result ranging. from a. lo-w . 
' . 
of 7 .1% to a high of 50. 8%. . It 9an also be observed that .the % 
imprqvement varies only slightly as the method of simulating actual 
production is changed fro~ a1 (fixed quantity) to -cr2 (a % o·f the 
scheduled production). 
Upo;n examining. the values of a and /j whic·h resulted in the 
·. . . . 
' . 
· minimum m~an ·.inventory-· in each simulation·, no genera Ii pattern- ~s ·· 
I • 
de.tected which wo_uld permit the immediate determination, prior to 
·_. 
-the simulation, of the ·optitffbm ·va·1ues' tor A and .P. Optimum in ·the· 
·.. . '. .,· 
. ' 
. . 
. . _ sense· of' ,producing minimum mean. inventory . The ·choi~e ·-of a and /j -. 
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First Run == SimulSition with first produc'tion pa~tern. 
= Simulation with second production .pattern. 
. 























<' ' Second Run 
I = Forecast using expected demand for Product Band 
quarterly estimate for Product C •. 
II = Forecast using first orde_r. exponential smoothing for · 
both products. 
. Note: · Reading down, each set __ of four % improvements correspond to 
the four values used for standard deviation of production to 
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Model. 
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are a 1function of·the particular application, and will vary ·with 
... 
,, . 
the type of production arid forecasting pattern and the safety stock 
value used. The choice of a and /j will also. be a functi.on of how 
fast·a response is desired by management. The .smaller a and (1 are 
t~e slower the r·esponse of the· system; as a and {1 increase, the· 
system response increases accordingly. 
Small values of Cl and /j will- reduce production f lucttiations 
.. . . 
and reduce the inventory posi~ion. The absence of adequate safety 
·stock, however, might produce a stockout condition· which may be . _ 
undesirable. · This could be the result of a number of consecutive 
periods where inventories are depleted. Under these condition·s , .. 
' . 
' small values of a and /j will cause only a small fraction of the 
deplet_ed inventory -to_ be replenished each period by an increase 
· .in production. Repeated depl,etion of inventory (due to ·a large 
. . .. 
co:µsecutive number o·f periods where the· erro~ i_s biased) , coupled .. 
-, . 
with a small proportional ·Correction, could result in a stockout . 
. . 
It would be prudent, if it_ is known that this condition may result 
... ... 
f 
periodically, to monitor the error terms and adjust the values of 
.. 
· - a and ~ accordingly to compe~sate for this condition. This will 
· .be treated -again, in suggestions for further study. 
The absence of an ·anal:-ytical -metho<J to cl_toose the optimum ·val~e .. 
· for t.he proportiona,:l co·rrect.ion factors does not mean that a good 
.choice is not ·possible. Tb:i.s- is ·substantiated by analyzing the 
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. permis:sible values of Cl and {J for each. simulation. Tile mean inven-
troy position using proportional correction, listed in the tables 
in Appendix I, is the mini~~ of all the possible values. Upon 
comparing the mean inventory position obtained from using other 
permis1sible values of a and P, which produced schedules that didn't 
result in stockouts, almost invariably it was found that the mean 
inventory was less than that obtained without proportional correc-
. tion! Therefore, with the proper choice of safety stock, a reduc-
~ tion of inventory will result with all permissible combinations of 
a and /j. Co.nsequently_, inventory holding costs will be' reduced by \ 
/ 
using proportio.nal ·correction. The amount of reduction will be a 




In a m~ufacturing facility,· .in addition to inventory holding 
.,. 
·costs, another appreciable cost is incurred when pl90duction levels 
are changed. The amount of this cost is a function of the frequency 
of change and the quantity of cnange from the previous production 
level. Realizing this, it was decided to keep track of the varia- · 
tion in actual ...,production levels· for each simulation·. This was done 
, 
by computing a mean and standard deviation t>f actual production 
co~responding to each_ a. and /j combination in each simulation. The 
' ... 
. mean actual production in all cases w~s within a few units of the 
· ·mean of the demand data. This indicated that. p~duction was properly __ 
·., 





. ' ' : . 
. cumulative pro4qction. _-Thi'S is definitely required. if demand· .is to • l, ~ ~ • ' . 
. 
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- . ~ 
.. be .. satisfied. The production standard deviation, -however, varied 
·with the type forecast and the method used to simulate actual pro-
• 
. \} 
duction. The values for the production standard deviation for 
Product Band Product Care plotted in Figures 9 and 10 respective-
ly. The production standard deviation is·used as a measure of the 
variation of production levels with varying values of a. and /j. For 
. -Produc·t; B it can be seen that the production standard deviation for 
the simulation which used ·the expected deman·d forecast increases . 
rather steeply with increasing a (and consequently each fj_ value 
usable with the plotted a). Also as the value of the constant used 
,1" to simulate actual production· (which. is· listed on the appropriate 
curve) increases, the deviation ·increases. 
-
This is also ·true· for the result of using .the exponential 
smoothing forecast.· The slope, however, is relatively flat indi-
. eating only a slight increase in p~o.duction variation as a, and · 
corresponding R values, increase. This last result ·is due to the 
presence of small forecast errors because of the accuracy of the 
,lforeca~ting technique. It will be recalled that for Product B, 
the exponentia11y_ s100othed forecast wa-s a big improvement over the · 
expected value forecast, ·, 
\ 
.. 
. "For Product C similar conclusions can be drawn from Figure· 10 




except that the slope of· the change in production standard deviat'.ion · ~ # . 
didn't change. from one forecast to the ·second.· This is because 
.. 
. neither forecast was· much of an improvement over· the other. 
' . t .• 
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Quarterly Estimate Forecast 
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... .: [~· is significant to observe:., ·11:owever, that as the fo:recast 




.. · ·e~ror decieas~s· due 'to 1;:~e .. fntroduction of an:. improved for~cast, ~. 
. . ,, 
.. 1: .... • ·, 
. . , 
• •'· r, 
' , 
' the production stantiard deviation· increases as evidenced in Table 
' 9. The change is not as pronounced in Table 10 since for this 
case the exponential smoothing forecast resulted .in only a small 
:. decrease -in the forecast error. 
·• ·• •·. · .. 
. ; . ·,. - ··-: ~ .. 
.. "' . 
lquip~ed with the knowledge of·the·variation of_production 
standard deviation and the mean inventory .value variation. as .et.and 
/j are varied, it is. possible, fQr the particular· production situa-
tion, to arrive at a reasonably good value for a and /j. This can 
be done through simulations similar to those outlined in this thes~s. 
The results .of these simulations must be coupled with knowledge o·f 
the cost of holding inventory as opposed to varying production .. 
levels. The level of service management desires to maintain, must 
· · also be consi·dered. 
.. 
·~ 
-. One final significant result is the percent reduction of. 1·n~ 
r, ,,. • , 
ventory which results -~rom the combination of a goo·d forecasting 
tecbniq1:1e and proportional contro·1 with the modified model. For 
' . 
·· Product B the percent .reduction in inventory· using exponential 
·smoothing was almost twice·that when, using.expected ·demand as a 
forecast. This is 1evident when comparing columns 1 .. and 3, and 2 . 




<a.-. -·~-. -\ 
. . 
... expected demand ~orecast. ·eo1umns 2 and· 4 pertain to the expon-
. ~ 
0.:, I 




' ~ :,·, ,' 
, that tlte .improvement :.was I experienced •witn ,a ~~duct.iop t;>f ,-safety 1 
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•tock levels.· It will· be.recalled·(refer tg.Table 7) that safety ), 
-. I· 
., . .• • • •• • . . .• • .. ; v. . . • • . \ ' ' ' ; ; '.' 
· stock l.evels "for the expone.ntial smoothing forecast were consider-
:·• .• 
. ,, . 
···.'. \, 
' 
ably lower than those for the expected demand forecast. Therefore, 
the use of the modified model in conjunction with an improved fore-
cast can result in substantial reductions in safety stock levels, 
while reducing production variations ~d inventories. The resulttp.g · 
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·As forecasted demand approaches act\Ull deniil~d,· the· advantages .. ' . . 
• I \' ~ 
of using Elmaghraby's model, which is designed to be used when 
scheduled production equa"ls actual production, can diminish and 
in some instances· produce a .higher average inventory than obtained 
from using total forecast error feedback. However, when actual 
production does not equal scheduled production, as the-- forecasted 
... 
demand improves, the difference between actual and scheduled pro-
duction takes on added significance, and the use of the modified model 
under these circumst·ances results in a lower average inventory as 
. ,. 
the quality of the forecast increases! 
The results of Chapter V confirm that the. use ·of proportional 
feedback in Elmaghraby' s model, in the presence of a good forecasting 
procedure may result in a higher average inventory than would be • 
-· obtained from using total error feedback. With Elmaghraby' s model, . 
-therefore'' :feductions. in ;the mean inv·entory. level m~y Qe t_h~ . result 
of an improved forecasting technique. Consequently·, before applying . 





. cedure to detennine whether reductions in average inventory can be 
.7'' 
attributed to the use of proportional control or the presence of a 
SoOd forecasting procedure. 
In -a11·cases where Elmaghraby's model was used, however, pro-
portional .co~tro·l resulted. in smaller production level fluctuations 
. ' 
. ~ ·.than the .use of total error feedback. Therefore, the cost of varying 
production levels -should be balanced against the ·cost o_f. holdtng 
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•, ·.,. - , ... Contrary,to t'he' results ·obtained when Jlpply:lng Elmaghraby'a· .. ·~··· 
model, the modified model,_ which applies when scheduled production 
does not equal actual production, performed better than the use of 
total feedback under all conditions simulated. The chojcesof values 
. · of Cl and /j to be used in the modified mode 1 are a. function of the 
partic ..ular -application. The level of s·ervice desired, as _evidenced 
by the desired safety .. stock levels, the co·s.ts 9f holding inventory 
and·changing production levels must all be considered when choosing 
values for a and.~ . A good choice is possible after doing si111ulations 
similar to thos~ performed in this thesis. , When scheduling ·produc-
·tion with lead time periods greater than one, the introduction of 
available information during the lead time period results in a 
- larger range of permissible values :tor a. and /j , than possible when 
this information · is omitted. 
Even in .. the ,;presence of a poor forecast~ng technique, the · ·. 
. . . - . . 
) 
I • • 
· ~ modified model performed qetter than using-total feedback when 
(_·--~ . - . 
.• 
. •, . 





scheduling production. When the modi.fied model was applied coupled 
. . 
with a good ~orecasting technique, :po-t on.ly · did the largest reduction. 
iri mean inventories result, but a considerably smaller safety stocl,c . ·-~ 
. "' 
- was necessary to maintain a min·imum or· no stockout condition. The 
. -
testing procedure ·used a;;.lso verified that this reduction was due to 
~sing both the modified model- an~ .. the. improved forecast' . since the.· . 
substitution o·f total feedback .f~r the modified model produced less 
· .. , ' 
.. 
• ' • ' 1 • 
• • •. · • -.1, . "' ' 
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. ' 1. In·· simularting the modified model, the values for .a and '(J · 
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were maintained constant throughout the period under con-
... 
. \ 
sideration. The model could also be used with values· of 
.a and ~·which vary as a function of the trend of inventory . 
.. For example, if inventory is trending upward and a and fj ·. _ 
are sm~ll they C(?Uld be increased, and vice versa, to af~ect .; . 
' 
. 
system response. It would be advantageous·to evaluate the 
· model for varying a. and (j values, making certain, however 
that their values remain within stability limits. 
2. In simulating the modified model, sa.fety stock. levels were 
maintained constant throughout the planning horizon. · It 




tion of the trend 'Of both the forecast error and the pro-· 
duction error. An evaluation of the modified model under· 
-these conditions should be worthwhile., 





·changing safety-s~ock requirement may prove beneficial •. 
,. 
Th.is feature would .int·roduce flexibility int·o the model 
which may. permit a wi-der field of application._ This area 
is certainly worth exploring. 
. . 
. 
. In some ·production situations, 'scheduled producti~n 
quantities mus.t -be maintained withfn pre.determined· .. · 
limits. It would be advantageous to determine the be-
' ,'' I' t ' ." 
' 
• • • .- ~ I, ' 
,_ .· -· · · havior of the modified model when subjected ··to constraints h 
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Tables of Simulation Results 
In all tables % improvement • 1S 
P.• 
inventory ·reduction. divided by 





NPC. No Proportional Correction, --
total error feedback • each in 
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$'!'ANDA.RD DEVIATION OF PRODUCTION 
., 
J 
Lead Time 1l = O 
Safety Stock 
a' fJ 
' . * Mean Inventory NFlC 
Inventory Reduction 
% Improvement 
Lead Time Tl = 1 
- ·---~--,--. 
----..-~--~-- ,,,,.. .. 
Safety Stock 
* ' Mean Inwentory NPC 
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600 900 1,200 
8,500 9,500 10,500 
• 8, . 3 
0 9' • 4 
8,266 9,149 10.,03~ 
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. 1,913 2,647 3,440 
23.1 28.9 34 .. 3 
9,000 10,000 11,000 
1,0, .. 6 
. 8' 06 . 9' .7 
8,693 9,452 10, 21:J.. 
7,557 8,317 8,900 
1,136 1,135 1,311 
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13.1 12o0 12.8. 
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~ANMRD DEVIATION OF PRODUCTION 
Lead Time 1l = 0 
Safety Stock ; 
Mean Inventory NPC * 
* Mean Inventory PC 
Inventory Reduction 
I Improvement 
Lead Time 'T1 = 1 
Safety Stock 
* Mean Inventory NPC 





. 8' .3 1.0, .5 
7,383 8,266 




1.0, .1 1.0, .3 





.. _________ , ____ - -
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*NPC = No Proportional Correction. PC = Proportional Co~rection. 
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TABLE 10. Simulation Results - Product B 
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,i'ANDlRD DEVIATION OF PRODUCTION 
Lead Time 'Tl = O .05 .10 .15 .20 
Safety Stock 7,500 8,500 9,500 10,500 




. --~· . .: .. , 
; . ; . 
. , * 
., Mean Inventory NPC 7,840 8, 11~ 8,921 9,725 
,,. 
* Mean Inventory PC 6, 18~ 6,030 6,248 6,454 
.. 
Inventory Reduction . 1,651 2,087 2,673 3,271 
% Improvement 21.1 25.7 30.0 33.6 
·-· 
.. ~ad Time 1l = 1 
,. 
Safety Stock 8,000 9,000 10,000 11,000 
ci·· /j 
. ' 1 c> 0, .4 loO, .. 8 l"O, .9 loO, Cl 9 
. . 
* 0Mean Inventory NPC 7,840 8, 475·' 9,079 9,641 
.. 
* Mean Xra vento ry PC 6 1) 757 7~728 8,499 8,850 
, 
.;.· Inventory Reduction 1,083 748 580 791-
,, Improvement 13.8 8e8 . 604 802 
*NPc = No .Proportional Correction. PC = Proportional Correction.· .. 
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_Le•d Time 11 = 0 
·--- - - -~ 
Safety Stock 
a' (j 
Mean Inventory * NPC . 




Lead Time 'Tl = 1 
Safety Stock 
=:, Mean Inventory NPC 
. * Mean Inventory PC 
Inventory Reduction 
.05 , .-15 · .20 
. ----- - - ·- - __ - ~-
.7 ,500 89500 9,500 10,500 
01' o5 08, 06 089 06 • 0 ~ p o7 
" 
7p306 89110 8,913 9 0 716 
6,698 6~958 7,164 7,594 
608 1,152 1,749 2,122 
8.3 14.2 19.6 21.8 
·' 
8 ,ooo · 9,000 10,000 11,000 
7,853 8,538 9,230 
60655 6,868 6,770 7~396 
\ 
1,198 1,670 2,460 2,530 
26o1 ·25o5 
*NPc = .No Proportion·al· Correction. PC = Proportional Correction~ 
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:ti Mean Inventory NPC 
* Mean inventory PC 
Invent9ry Reduction 
I Improvement 
lead Time Tl = 1 
Safety Stock 
Mean Inventory NPC 














600 900 1,200 
. 5 :,000 6s000 7~000 
5,029 5,912 6,795 
20750 2,908 30705 
2,279 
.. 3,004 3,090 
.. 
45.3 50.8 45.5 
5,500 6,500 7 ·,500 
e,3,. • 1 
5p539 6,298 7,0.57 
29981 3,170 _ 3 ,.560 
2,558 3,128 3,497 
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Safety Stock 4,000 5,000 6i,OOO 7,000 
. 
--





Mean Xro.ventory NPC 4,145 5,028 5,912 6,795 
. 
. " 
Mean * inventory JPC 3,248 3,506 3,401 39647 
'Inventory JR.eduction 897 1,522 2»511 . 3,148 
~ Improvement 21.6 30.3 ·42.5 46.3 
. 
Lead Time 11. = 1 
Safety Stock- 4,500 5,500 6,500 7,500 
a. 'fJ loO, ol . 0 9 ~ ol 08, .2 10 0 s, .4 
" 
Mean Inventolry NPC * 4,778 5,536 6,293 7,.S>050 
,. 
Mean · In verato ey PC * 3,646 3p342 3,529 4,029 
Inventory Reduction 1,132 2,194 2,764 ,y 3,021 
I Improvement 23o7 3906· 43o9 42o9 
*NPc = No Propor~ional Correction. PC= Proportional Correction • 
. .. 
. TABLE 14. Simulation Results - Product B 
· Exponential Smoothing Forecast, 
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• 10 .15 .20 
4,000 .5,000 6,000 7,000 
w· 
o 4 s, ,:o; 1 . .8, .4 laO, .6 1.0 9 o7 . . 
, .. ·. 




1,310 2,083 2,.549 2.635 
31.9 42.1 44.1 40.0 
4,500 5,500 6,500 7,500 
~ laO, ol l oO ~ o5 0 1, 0 1 
0 3' o3 
5,311 5,905 6,457· 
2i898 3,284 4,051 4,996 
1,782 .. 1,854 1,461 
.. 
22.6 
· *NPc.-~.~o ·Proport~onal Correction. PC = Proportional Correction.· 
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X.ad Time ·11 = .o 
Safety Sto·ck 
a, fl 
Mean Inventory NPC 
* Mean Inventory PC 
Inventory Reduction 
% Improvement 
Lead Time 'Tl = 1 
·- -·----
- -- ~-..----~- - -
Safety Stock 
'' * Mean Inventory NPC 












.10 015 .20 
(> ,ooo . 6 ,ooo 7,000 
' . 
.. ";'.:i. 
0 6 ~ l.oO~ . o 7 gr: 6 o4 ·o' , , o 
4,.937 5,766 63592 
3,579 39695 41064 
1,358 2,071 2,528 
27.5 35.9 38.3 
.. 
5,500 6,500 7,500 
5,372 6,060 6,755 
3,886 4~351· 
1,917 2,174 2,404 
35.7 35.9 35.6 
= No Proportional Correction. PC = Pr~portional ~rrection. ~~ . 
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Mean Inventory NPC * 10,620 
Mean Inventory PC* 8,805 
Inventory Reduction 1,815 
% Improvement 17 .1 
'· . 
Ie~d Time 1l = 1 I} 
Safety Stock 16,000 
. 7' .1 
. . . . . * Mean.Inventory NPC . 15,229 
13,133 
. . 
' . . .. . . ' t.; 
Mean Inventory PC 
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· *MPC. = No Propor~ional Correction. PC = Proportional Correction. 
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Mean . * 10,585 11,498 12,424 Inventory NPC · 13,337 
:) 
Mean Inventory PC 9ll340 9;792 10,001 10,079 
I 
Inventory Reduction 1,245 1,706 2,423 3,258 
% Improvement 11.8 14.8 19.5 24.4 
Lead. Time 11 = l 
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Safety Stock 
* Mean Inventory NPC 
.. *' Mean Inventory PC 
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STANDARD DEVIATION OF PRODUCTION 
Lead Time il = 0 . 
~ .. - -- ·- -
- - . . -- -· ·-- -- -
Safety Stock .. lljOOO 12,000 13,000 14,000 
a,~ o 9, o3 loO, o5· • 0 9 ' o5 08, o5 
8 
· Mean Inventory NPc* 10 ,ij07. 11,545 12,488 13,437 
Mean . * ltnventory PC 8,624 8,539 8,,494 8,959 
1,983 3,,994 4,478·-Inventory Reduction 3,006 
~ 
$ Improvement 18.7 26.0 3-200 33o3 
-Lead Time 11 = 1 
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Safety . Stock· 16,000 17,000 18,000 19,000 
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: ~ s,334 
20&7 
12 ,'699 ·~ 12,440. 
4,277 ~,383 
25.2 ..J 30.2 
(000) Omitted . . · 
_*m,c = No Proportional Correctiono PC = Pro.por~ional Correction. 
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Lead Time -11 = O 
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* Mean Inventory NPC 
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Lead Time 1l = ·1 
Safety Stock 
* Mean Inventory NPC 
* Mean Inventory PC 
Inventory Reduction 
CJ Improveme~t · 
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_ o 8 t o.6 0 9' 0 7 
10,553 11,435 12,320 13,208 
9.,456 9,726 10,124 10~280 
1,097 1,709 2,196 2,·928 
10.4 1406 17 .8 
16,000 17 ,ooo 18,000 19,000 
1.0, .3 
15,125 15,922 16,728 17,541 
12,819 13,339 13,411 13,443 
2,306 2,583 ·3 ,317 4,098 
1:s·1 
15. 2 19.,8 23.4 
. *NPc = No Proportional Correctiono PC = Proportional Correction. 
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_8,005 
2,233 · 3,594 4,448 5,263 •· J 
21.4 31.6 36.1 39.8 
. . 
. . . 
·-,. . 
-- - ------- ... 
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Safety Stock 
* Mean Inventory NPC 
* Mewn Inventory PC 
Inventory Reduction 
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I Imprciveme~t · 
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o4, ol 08' .1 
15,682 
r-,. 16.9587 17,476 
10,360 10,317 99790 
5,322 6,270, 7~686 
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*NPc = No Prqportional Correction. PC·= Proportional Correction. 
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STANDARD DEVIATION. OF :PRODUCTION 
\ 350 700 1,000 1,350 . 
-- ---- ............ - ---
,..,....,........ .----e--o ~- - -----..-~~~--
' . 11,000 12 » 000 ,- 13 ,ooo 14,000 
' ',. ~.., 
'~· 
a' fj 0 7; o4 
0 2' o2 
Mean Inventory * NPC 100376 11,290 12,221 13,129 
Mean Inventory PC * 89897 . 9,316 • 9,349 
Inventory Reduction 1,742 2,393 2,905 3,780 
% Improvement 16,8 2308 28.8 
Lead! Time 11 = 1 
Safety Stock ,. __ :, -17 ,ooo 18 ,ooo. 19,000 
Mean _Inventory NPC* '14,737 15,570 16,427 
10,542 . 10,753 10,922 10,757 
Inventory Reduction 4,195 4,817 5,505 6,503 
30·.9 
.37.7 
(000) Omitted ~:, 
-~ = No Propor~ional Correction. PC= Proportional Correction. 
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* Mean Inventory NPC 10,396 11,332 12,272 13,217 
* Mean Inventory PC 7_,696 7,502 8,266 10,011 
Inventory .Reduction 2,700 3,830 4,006 3,206 
.. 
V ,,, Improvement · 26.0 33.8 32.6 24.3 
-
" 
Lead Time 1 -
'Tl --
Safety Stock 16,000 17 ,ooo 18,000 ·19,000 
a, 'fj .. e3, ol 06, 0 1 o9, o2 08, o3 
Mean (. NPC* 14,785 15,651 16,499 . 17,327 Inventory 
Mean Inventory * 10~612 10,645 10,388 10,468 PC 
: ,·1 
. '. . 
Inventory Reduction 4-, 173 . 5,006 6,111 6,859 
$ Improvement 28.2 3200 37.0 39.6 
. . 
Omitted : .? . (000) 
.. 
. · *NPc = N9 ·Proportional Correction. PC = Proportional Correction • 
q :. . 
. . . '·<·, ...... 
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.. ,:..., 
l • Isad Time 11 - 0 .05 .10 · 015 020 
' ' . 
Safety Stock ';., lls,000 12,000 13 $)000 14,000 
a' /j 0 8' o4 ' ' 0 9 9 06 o5~ o4 0 5., o4 
Mean Inventory NPC* 10,343 12,22-5 12,109 12,996 
I, Mean Inventory P.c* 9.,604 9,037 9,353 9,485· 
Inventory Reduction 739 3,188 2,756 3,511 
" 
$ ·improvement 7.1 26.0 22.8 27.0 
lBJd Time 11 1 . -
-
, . 
Safety .Stock 16 ,ooo _. ·17 ,ooo 18 ,ooo '' 19,000 
.,. 
a. '/j e2p 0 2 ' .8, .3 . 7' .4 .4, .3 
,I.J 
·Mean Inventory NPC* 14,680 15,467 16,262 17,064 
' ., 
Mean Inventory * 10,969 PC 10,317 ·11,445 11,465 
. 
Inventory Reduction 49363 4,498 4,817 5,599 
·. " I.mprovement ~ 29o7 29ol 2906, 32.8 
,•. 
(000)' Omi.tted 
- ··*NPc = No Proportional Correction. J)C = Proportional Correction. 
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D IMENS·I ON ALPHA ( 5 2) • El>MO C 52) t ADMU < ~2) ,Al NV ( ~2 )~PROU2 c·1uo J / ~ . . . I ; 
DIMENSION AlNV2(lOO> o SDOLT(lOO) ,SDlLT<lOO) ,PR0D(52) oCOR·Rc"lOO) :•.,,.--\. . . . . ..· . 
·, . 
·· .. ·-· ... ' 
. . . · ·· OIMENSKON CORR2«lOO»oXAXNV<lOO)oXt3ARllOO)oXPR0D(lOO>oSDPO(lOO> 
· DI MENS ION. SDPlL « 100 l oXPR02 ( 100) oAMI NP ( 100 > oAMAXP ( 100) oAMX t..fX-( 1·00) 
.· DI MENS I O~L AMAX X « l 00 » o AM X.P l ( l 00 > o AMAP l fl 00 > o AM X l'l ( l 00 .,) o AMAX l ( 100) 
' . -.. . . 
· D1MENSI0Nf\RANDM(52> oBETA(52! oXPRODA( lOO> oSDPA( 100) oPKUUA( lUO)· 
. .:::· .. - ·. . . 
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r ,, 
·?"., 
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DIMENSION. PROD2A( 100) oXPR02A(l00) tSDPlLA(lOO) tAMAXPAriu·o> "• · 
DIMENSION AMXNPAClOO),AMAPA1ClOU),COREClOO),CUR~2.(lOO),AMIPAl(lUO) 
.DIMENS-YON S(.10) ,SSO(lOltSSll'lO) 
·;10 ·FORMAT (6F8o0) 
. ll FORMAT (2fl0o0) .. 
12 FORiJiAT (X3) 
.. ; .. 
·13 FORMAT (l3HlDATA S~T NO•• F3el//) .. 
. 14 · FORMAT ( 28H EST DEMAND . ACTUAL DEMAND//) 
. . ·.15 FO~MAT (38 oFlOeloFl5el) . . ...... : . ... 
· ... : 17 FORMAT« 0 SCH ED PROO ACT PROO AC T ~J'A L · I NV t / / ) 
·.· 10 FORMAT (lH o3Fl2o0) 
19 FO~MAT (lHOo 0 STD ,DEV SCHED Pf~OD·= 1 ,Fl2e0t 1 
ll2o0o 0 STD DEV INV = 9 ,Fl2e0) 
STD DEV ,ACT PROD· = 1 ·,F· 
. . ;·20 FORMAT(lH o 0 ALPHA =-•, F6-e3t 1 Bl:TA =', F 6e3///), 
.·: --. · .. :.·. 21 FOR~/IAT .( 0 AVER SCHED PROD = 1 ,Fl2e0, 1 AV~R ACT PROU a 1 ,Fl2eU,'A\Jl:..t< l 
. • • _ •-¢.·; . 
. - . lNV· ~ 0 oFl2oO) 
. ., .· ... 
. _;., '. •· ... 
. ::-.'.. . 
. - ·,:;..-: . -
• 
~- - 22 FORl\1AT ( 40HOf\LPHA BET A . MEAN . PROU STU LJE V, 3U~i 1"1EA~ 
;·~1Ax I1NV 1 > 




1INV STD DEVt42H ~IN.PROU MAX PROU MIN lNV 
,, 
23 FORMAT(lH ,2F6a3,Fl2e0.-3X,Fl2.0,3·X,Fli.o,2X,Fl2e0,4·Fll.O) 
~4 FORMAT(' MIN SCHED PROD =•,F12.o,• MIN ACT PROD =1 ,Fl2.o,• MIN' IN ,. 
, · lV = 0 oFl2•0) 
.·_·-.25 FORi'-'1ATC 8 MAX SCHED PROD-= 1 ,Fl2e0t 1 MAX ACT PROU =•~Fl2eUt 1 MAX IN 
. lV = 9 6Fl2o0///) . . 
.. ' .. -:· ·.-:---;-. . . 
- ·..,.:__ 
. :- . 
- . ~-~ ~. ' 
.,. . - . 
. ' .. J ···. ,'-. ·.· 
. ... '-· )~ .. -· '. . 
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. .. 2 6 . FORMAT ( l t·i t 'STD DEV EST DMD= 1 , F 12 • U, 'ST lJ. DEV· ACT OMlJ=' , Fl 2 • 0) . -
'27 FORMATClH t 1 AVEf~ EST DMD = 1 ,Fl2eO,'AVEf< ACT UMD = 1 ,F.l2e0· _< ·~,:··:· .: 
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. -- 29 FOf~~AT· C-1 1.FOLLOWING OUTPUT HAS'·LE~u· Tl·ME-C:UUAL TO ZER0 1 ///J 
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. . . -31 FORMAT<' SAFETY STOCK~· 1 tFl2e2//) 
32 FORMAT ( 1 ACT -PROO STD DEV ='•Fl2e0//) 33 FORMAT( 0 1RANDOM NORMAL DEVIATES 1 //) 
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· 36· FOR MA 1 « 0 ALL SYS TE.MS STOCKED OUT t PRINTOUT IS SCHEDULE WITHOU~ FEE· 
.lDBACK'O///) I 
. . .--~~ · .. :- .. , ·, ·37 FORMAT(4Fl0o0) 
IX ~ -52 7384683 
DO 125 ·J ="" l,52 
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. CALL DEV « RANDtlX) -,~---~-- -~- _.· f ·~-: ·. -:-·. ' _ .. -
· __ ·, ... _. 125 RANDM ( .J) = RAND 
"f -· 
., .. _._.,_ 
F 
. . . . . . _-- ' 
. ' .. ~ .. ' 
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- .,_ ': . 
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WRITE «3o33) . . 
WRKTE C3o34» CRANOMCIR)tl.R· • 1,52) 
- ,.5 READ«!oll) DATAS@.PROEND 
• 
READ« l Q 3 7 » « SSO C X A>., I A = l t 4) -
READ(lo37J«SSl«KB)oIB•l,4> 
READ «lol2JN 
READClo28» «S«XS»eIS = 1-,4> 
READ ClolO»«EOMD<X>,l=l~N> 
READ (lo!OJCAmMD(IJ, I• l,N> 
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--BETA (1) • lOe 
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·~ WR-ITE «3o29) . ' - ""' - . .-i'' . ' 
• C, '. ~: '. • • .•. • • • 
. ~-- / - - - ' - - . . . 
.- ":' . -~ ·--
WR I T E < 3 o 3 2- ) S C I L ) 





'2.- ' . 1' .. .. . ~ ·ti L. = 0 
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. - ·.; . 
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,, 
. M = () .. 
· ·AMEMIN c 10000.0000. 




DO 130 J = ltlO 
DO 130 K = ltJ 
PROD(!)= EOMO(l) 
· PRODA(l) ~ PROQCl) + RANDMCl)~S(ILl 
AINV«l) ~ PRODA(l) + SSO(lL)-ADMDClJ 
FDlF a ADMD(l) ~ PROD(l) 
I PDIF ~ PROD«l> ~ PRODA(l) 
.TAINV 3 AXNV «l> 
TPROOA·= PRODACl) 




-I DO 135 I= 2oN . 
.. 
. ~.-' 
.,.. .. ' ~ 
. ' 




PROD(I> g EDMD(I) +(ALPHACJ)/lOOe)*FDIF+CSETA<K)/lOOeJ*PDIF 
.. IF ( PROD ( X > > 10 l o 10 l t l O 2 
·;:;1'01 PROD C l » ~ PROD C 1-1 J . 
102 PRODA·( I) = p'Roo« X r + RANDM( I )*S( IL) 
IF<PROOA(l))l03ol03ol04 
, . 
-~ . 10 3 PROD A< K ) = PROD A« I cal ) ' 
· · '. 1 o 4 A x N v < x > = P Ro o A -, x > CCI Ao Mo , 1 > + A 1 N v r 1 -1 > 
FDIF =- FUIF + ADMD< I> - ·PROD( z,:l 
PDIF = PDIF + PRODCI> - PRODA(I) 
TAINV = TAlNV + AINVCI> 
·TPRODA = TPRODA + PRODA(I) 
' . ' 
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·-·135 TPRoo·= TPRoo·+ PRODCI) 
. - . . . . . 
·'. ·• . . . ·;. . :, 
•• - •• ,,4 
. - .. 
·.,,, 
M = .M + 1 
XAINV(M) = TAINV/N 
XPRODA(M) = TPROOA/N 
· XPROD«M> = TPROO/N 
CALL STDEV«A·KNVo·NeXAINVCM> tSDOLT(M) > 
CALL STDEV «PROD0N0XPROO'CM>,SDPUCM>.>. 
CALL STDEVCPRODAoNoXPRODA(M),SOPACM)) 
CAL L A~ ·11 ,\I ( A INV o N o AM. E N I ( M ) ) 
CALL AMIN CPRODoNoAMINP(M)) 
CALL AM I,\!« PRODA oN oAM X NPA·« M) > 
-CALL AMAX(AINVoNoAMAXl(M)) 
CALL AMAX (PRODoNoAMAXP(M)) 
CALL·AMAXI_PRODAoNoAMAXPA(M))· 
I F « AM. KN X « M » ) . 2 0 l o 2 0 l , 2 0 0 
.· 2·00 1-F ·_(XAXNV«Ml~LToAMEMIN) -GO T0·202 
• . GO TO· 2 0 l 
- , 
. . k . 
202 AMEM[N = XAINV(M)· 
XS o M· 
201· CORR(M) = ALPH'A(J)/lOOa 
130 CORE(M) = ·sETA(l<.)./10.De 
IF , ISeEQoO) GO r·o 139 
. 
WRITE (3o35) 
,. G 0-' T O . l 3 8 
139 IS ~- ·M 
WRlTE <3,·36). 
··13a WRITE(3t20) co·RR(ISJtCOREC.I_S) 
. PROD t_l ) s ED~-1D ( l ) . . . 
~-PRODA(l) ~ PROD(l) + RANDM(l)*SCIL) 
. AINV(l) g PRODA(l) + SSO(IL>-AOMU(l) 
FDIF ~ ADMD(l)-~ PROD(l) 
...... ·. _: · PDI F =_PROD( l) => PROWA( 1) 
... ; :·h~ . . . -~ . DO l · 3 6 I P = 2 o N . . f 
·-•- ·· :·-P·ROD-<IP) = tDMD(IP) + CORR(IS>-*-FDIF. + 
-, :~; . .· . -· I F C PROO ( I P > ) · 13 1 t 1 3.1 , 1 3 2 
-' ·1·31 -PROD C I-PJ = PROD ( I P--1) 
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ciIMENSION ARRAY C50) 
ASUM = 0•· 
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Jane, Cathryn, Joseph A. Cole~l~~ 
, 
, BDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND ·, 
·- ·, 
City College of New York / 
Dept o of Business Administration··· 
City College of New York . 
Bachelor of Civil Engineering 
Newark College of Engineering 
~high University 
· Candidate for Master of Science 













HONORS. " ... 
·Tau · Beta Pi 
Chi Epsi-lon 
. "-· ·. 
-Graduated City College of· New York Cum La,.ude·· 
y 
PllOFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
_., .. , .. 
....... 
- ' 
Western Electric Company, Inc. ~ 
Positions Held: Plant Engineer, Communications Engineer 
Sales Speciali·st, Research Engineer 
1957=-1967 









,:Lic.eJ1sed -Profe·ssion•l Engineer, State of New. Jersey_ 
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